
  

 Comfort Ventilation System CVS® 
robusto A 
with standard wall plug power supply, 
12V/1A (1,5m cable, phone jack 
5,5/2,5mm, positive pole inside, short-
circuit-proof), 
2 pipes (48 cm) with 4 gaskets, 2 external 
blinds, 
4 plugs + screws, 2 filter G3 on WT, 
manual, hole pattern 1:1 of carton 

 284,00  337,96 

 

Comfort Ventilation System CVS® 
robusto B (f. restrooms), 
with standard wall plug power supply, 
12V/1A (1,5m cable, phone jack 
5,5/2,5mm, positive pole inside, short-
circuit-proof), 
2 pipes (48 cm) with 4 gaskets, 2 external 
blinds, 
4 plugs + screws, 2 filter G3 on WT, 
manual, hole pattern 1:1 of carton 

 290,00  345,10 

 

Comfort Ventilation System 
CVS®ammerwind® 
with standard wall plug power supply, 
12V/1A (1,5m cable, phone jack 
5,5/2,5mm, positive pole inside, short-
circuit-proof), variable air stream, 6-20 
m³/h, several options, very quiet 
2 pipes (48 cm) with 4 gaskets, 2 external 
blinds, 
4 plugs + screws, 2 filter G3 on WT, 
manual, hole pattern 1:1 of carton 

325,- 386,75 

 

Working Hour Counter (elmech) 35.00 41,65 

 
Timerunit for easy slumber-/or bath-pusher-
Function (up fm 9/13) 

38,00 45,22 

 
 Automatic frost protection. (uP-based, 
sensors, stepper motor) (from 2/14) 

65,00 77,35 

 Special shutter to prevent icicles 1/14 9,50  



 

Heat-exchanger spare part, fits into all 
CVS 

99,50  

 

External cover with and w/o dropper 9,50  

 

Fanmotor 8412NG  for CVSrobustoA and 
CVSammerwind 

13,50  

 

Fanmotor 8412NGMLE  for CVSrobustoB 15,50  

 

Comfort Ventilation System CVS® jumbo  

(f. open plan offices, restaurants, gyms, 
training rooms, class rooms etc) without 
accessories, regulation separately parallel 
for up to 5 apparatus see below 

 

722,- 859,18 

 
Unique control unit for the CVSjumbo. 
(included when single unit) 

55,00  

 
Accumulative control unit for 2-5 
CVSjumbo's. with Central-NT 

204,- 242,76 



 

Normative plug power supply (1,5m cable, 
phone jack 5,5/2,5mm, positive pole inside, 
short-circuit-proof), contained at the 
delivery of the CVSrobusto 
  

9,45 11,25 

 

Set of 2 Exterior Shutters for KGpipes 
DN100,  incl. Water dropper, dense rings 33,00 39,17 

The following components are accessories: 
In the case of an order of an alternative power supply you will obtain this one au lieu of the standard 
power supply, which will  be delivered with the CVS and we will credit you 9,45 € (net) for each 
ordered CVS! 

 

Alternative power supply: 
Plug power supply 12V/1A clocked (87 % 
degree of efficiency)  

(1,6 m cable,  jack 5,5/2,5mm, positive pole 
inside) 

Colour: anthracite 

19,95 23,74 

 

Cable extension jack 5,5/2,5mm, 4m length 6,10 7,26 

 

Alternative power supply:  
Floating power supply 12V/1A 
clocked, suitable for each standard in-wall 
tin, can be installed behind the base plate of 
the CVS mid-symmetric to the below wall 
opening. Short lines enclosed for connection 
to screw-type terminals. 

20,95 24,93 



 

Central power supply (12V/6A) clocked for 
up to 6 CVSmini, 
or 12 CVSrobustoA, or18 CVSrobustoB  

Alternatively it is possible to deliver a Nt 
for top hat rail mounting, same price 

49,85 59,32 

 

HM-drill bit for socket outlets 65mm Dm 
with 300 mm extension flagpole 
s. alternative drilling method under >>Info 

59,00 70,21 

 

Pipe accommodator, clamping into the 
drilling machine with distance ring and 
reserve grinding discs 

15,00 17,85 

 

Infrared Thermometer  -33 to 210 ° C 
After just 0.5 seconds measuring time, the 
display shows the temperature of a surface 
to be measured without contact between - 
33 and + 210 ° C reliably! The distance can 
be a few meters! The measuring cone has an 
opening angle of approximately 35 °. 
Applications are e.g.: 
Surface temperatures of windows, walls, 
ceilings for the detection of cold bridges, 
auto tires, the skin of burners and heaters, 
etc. This handy device is only 6.5 x3, 
5x2cm in size, has a hold and lock function 
and a memory for min / max temperature. 

 23,50 

 

TFA- Mini-Thermo-/Hygrometer  

Indoor temperature -10 to 60 °, Humidity: 
10 - 99% RH Dimensions 53 x 39 x 15 mm 

 

 12,50 



 

Filter mats for CVSrobusto set à 10 pieces 
dimensions 120x90mm category G3 8,00 9,52 

 

Filter mats for CVSrobusto set à 10 pieces 
dimensions 120x90mm category G4 9,00 10,71 

 

Filter mats for CVSrobusto set à 10 pieces 
dimensions 120x90mm category F5 11,00 13,09 

 

Filter mats for CVSrobusto set à 10 pieces 
dimensions  120x90mm category F7 

12,50 14,88 

 


